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assured fertility



simple straightforward plans with everything included

With Assured Fertility every element of your treatment is included. 
That means all medication, all tests, all treatment and all consultations 
are in one simple package with absolutely no additional unexpected fees.

100% refund if you don’t have a baby

When you choose Assured Fertility, if you don’t have a baby you will receive 
100% of your money back including payment of all medicines, screening tests 
and consultations as everything is incuded in our money back guarantee.

the best consultants, the most advanced clinics

At Assured Fertility we work with the best consultants with proven track 
records in IVF success and the most advanced clinics in the UK whilst 
providing you with excellent patient support every step of the way.

the most flexible payment options

With payment plans from as little as just £299.28* per month with 
Assured Fertility it has never been easier to access IVF treatment.

only assured fertility includes absolutely every part of your treatment
with a 100% money back guarantee if you don’t have a baby
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the assured guaranteed plans
we have the following plans

For those aged under 38.

l combined plan
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l IVF plan

If you are under 43 and would like to try
one IVF cycle using your own eggs. If IVF
is unsuccessful then you move automatically
onto the egg donor plan which produces
fantastic success rates.

l egg donor plan
Available to anyone aged 50 and under.

* Subject to status. Conditions apply. Representative example: cash price £14,250, repayable by 60 monthly payments of £299.28, total 
amount payable £17,956.80, representative 9.9% APR. Assured Fertility Limited is an Appointed Representative of Chrysalis Finance Limited, 
which is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to carry out the regulated activity of credit broking. PO Box 404, Alderley Edge, 
Cheshire SK9 0EA.


